Abstract. The core of the multilevel adaptive iterative method consists of a relaxationscheme and an active set strategy. The active set is used to monitor where the iteration e ciently reduces the error. It is incrementally updated exploiting the current solution and the matrix structure. Arithmetic operations are restricted to the active set. The concept can be extended to a multilevel structure by additionally tracing the dependencies between unknowns on di erent levels. It improves the robustness and e ciency of classical multilevelmethods; in particular it is an almost ideal supplement of adaptive re nement techniques.
1. Introduction. With the multilevel adaptive iterative method we introduce an algorithmic concept that improves both the robustness and e ciency of iterative sparse system solvers. In most iterative methods, the sequence of operations is determined a-priori and neither depends on the particular matrix structure nor on the current approximation of the solution.
For example consider the case of a nite element mesh constructed by successive adaptive re nement. Typically, the re nement process is combined with nested iteration such that the initial guess for the solution can be obtained from the solution of the previous system (see Bai and Brandt 1] , Bank 2] , and McCormick 10] ). The initial guess will be close to the new solution in large parts of the domain, while it may be far from the solution in regions where the mesh has been re ned. A classical iterative method does not exploit this situation and will therefore be ine cient.
The core of the multilevel adaptive method consists of relaxation supplemented with an active set strategy, as introduced in R ude 13]. In each elementary step, we select an unknown from the active set and relax the unknown. If the new value di ers from the old value by more than a characteristic tolerance, the update is performed, if the change is small, the old value is retained.
In any case, the current unknown can be removed from the active set, because a further relaxation step for the same unknown would not provide any new result. In the case that the update has been executed, a further relaxation of the same unknown gives exactly the same value, if the update has been rejected, a new relaxation would also be rejected.
Depending on whether the update has been performed, the active set must be supplemented by the neighbors of the current unknown. For all these unknowns the residual has changed, and therefore it must be checked whether they must be relaxed.
Thus the active set may grow and shrink keeping track of where the solution is changing. The basic relaxation is repeated until the active set becomes depleted. The sequence of operations in this algorithm depends on the matrix structure as well as on the current state of the iteration. Computational work is concentrated where it can e ciently improve the solution.
To make the algorithm practical, the critical tolerance must be selected and adapted appropriately. In section 2 it will be shown that the speed of convergence is directly related to the tolerance parameter used, but that the tolerance parameter necessary to obtain a certain accuracy depends on the condition of the system. Thus, the e ectivity of the method depends on whether it can be integrated with preconditioning techniques. In section 3 we will extend the method to a multilevel structure by introducing a nested system of subspaces. This structure can be derived naturally in many cases that originate from the discretization of di erential equations, but could also be obtained directly from the system matrix, like in the algebraic multigrid method, see Ruge and St uben 16] . It will be shown that the active set strategy can be extended to the multilevel context by tracing dependencies between unknowns on di erent levels.
This extended algorithm is related to multilevel algorithms, and can be shown to have asymptotically optimal convergence for many important special cases. The analysis relies on the theoretical foundation of either multigrid theory (see Hackbusch 7] , McCormick 9] ) or the theory of multilevel preconditioning (see Bramble The following presentation will focus on the model case of a positive de nite linear system, as it arises in the nite element discretization of elliptic second order partial di erential equations. This allows us to explain the process as a minimization algorithm, simplifying the presentation and permitting a simple analysis based on the existing multilevel theory. For each unknown i, we de ne the set of neighbors by N(i) = fjj j 6 = i; a j;i 6 = 0g; (3) that is all nonzero entries in column i, excluding the diagonal. Due to symmetry N(i) is also the set of indices corresponding to nonzero entries in row i. The matrix is sparse, that is, we assume that the number of neighbors is small jN(i)j N n; 1 i n: where e i is the ith unit vector, and i = i (x) is called the current scaled residual of equation i (dynamic residual, see Brandt 4] ). An elementary relaxation step for equation i can be understood as a coordinate descent for the ith coordinate direction.
In order to evaluate the quality of an approximate solution we will use the Euclidean norm, the maximum norm or the energy-norm de ned by kxk 2 This lemma is exploited in the method of Gauss-Southwell where the equation with largest current residual is selected for relaxation in each step. The GaussSouthwell method is often too expensive, because it requires the determination of the maximal residual in each step.
In our algorithm we therefore use weaker conditions. We introduce the sets S( ; x) = fij j i (x)j g:
If relaxation could be restricted to these sets, Lemma 2.1 would guarantee a lower bound on the reduction of the energy norm of the error in each elementary relaxation step. Unfortunately, the sets S( ; x) are still too expensive to compute. Therefore, we will use active setsS( ; x) that are supersets of S( ; x):S( ; x) S( ; x). These sets are the basis of the sequential adaptive relaxation algorithm in Fig. 1 whose main loop consists of an elementary relaxation step and an update of the active set. The input for the algorithm in Fig. 1 is the initial guess x, the tolerance and S. The assertions document that the algorithm will only perform properly, ifS is indeed a superset of S( ; x). If this is initially satis ed, it stays a loop invariant. On termination, the active set is empty, implying that no residuals beyond the critical tolerance remain.
An analogous active set strategy can be used in a simultaneous (Jacobi-style) relaxation. This may be useful if the algorithm is to be combined with other components that need symmetric operators, like the conjugate gradient method. In the remainder of this paper, however, we will focus on successive algorithms.
A simple argument (see R ude 15]) shows that the work is directly proportional to the gain in energy. We state this as a lemma. (6) where N is the maximal number of neighbors de ned in equation (4) ) . Thus, adaptive relaxation by itself is no direct competitor for standard iterative methods. Instead it should be perceived as a device to augment an arbitrary iterative method when some kind of nonuniformity makes a localization of the operations desirable. The following section is devoted to extending the adaptive relaxation to the multilevel case.
3. Multilevel Adaptive Iteration. In the multilevel context the situation is di erent, because relaxation is only used as a smoother, not as a solver. A smoother need not eliminate the error but only make it well approximable by a system with less unknowns.
To keep the presentation simple, we will restrict the discussion to Galerkin algorithms where the coarse level equations are derived by the so-called Galerkin condition. We assume that a sequence of spaces I R nk ; with n k+1 n k ; for k = 1; ; K; and with n K = n is given, and that projections P k : I R nk+1 ?! I R nk are available. We further introduce the product projections
from I R n to any of its subspaces I R nk . The transpose P T k of P k is an interpolation.
Similar to Griebel 6] , we represent a vector x 2 I R n non-uniquely as
where P K = Id and x k 2 I R nk for k = 1; ; K. The minimization problem (2) becomes min xk2I R n k ; k=1; ;K 0 @
Multilevel algorithms usually x their attention to one level at a time, that means all x k are kept xed, except one. This results in an equation for x k of the form
These systems are treated consecutively for k = 1; ; K. We are now interested in adaptive relaxation as elementary process for each level.
Giving a complete theory of multilevel algorithms is beyond the subject of this paper. However, as an example, how theoretical results for multilevel algorithms can be used to analyze the multilevel adaptive iterative method, we derive some results based on a theorem of Zhang 18] . 
Proof. Theorem 3.1 implies
for all v 2 I R n . Thus the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix satisfy
This states that if the scaled residuals on all levels are small, then the error must be small. Therefore we need not consider elementary relaxations with very small residuals. To obtain accuracy , the relaxation need only reduce the residuals on each level to satisfy k r k k 1 k , such that the sum of the residual norms satis es
As adaptive relaxation can be used with large critical tolerance values, we can now construct e cient solvers.
Unfortunately, the most straightforward idea, to use adaptive relaxation directly for the preconditioned system
is not satisfactory. The preconditioned matrix is not sparse in the sense of (4). Analogous to a regular multilevel algorithm, we must use a factored form, where the levels are treated consecutively and independently, trying to minimize the number of interlevel transfers. This can be implemented by the successive application of sequential adaptive relaxation to the systems of (10) for k = 1; ; K.
This raises the question, how the active sets should be initialized on each level. For level k we de ne S k ( k ; x) = ij1 i n k ; je T i r k j > k ; (14) where r k is the current scaled residual of level k, as de ned in equation (12) .
The trivial construction of a superset S k S k ( k ; x) by S k = f1; 2; ; n k g is possible, but neglects useful information. To exploit the typical locality we should attempt to transfer information about the active sets between the levels. This is essentially done, as if adaptive relaxation were applied to the inde nite system (9), however, inter-level information is collected and only transferred, when the algorithm actually switches between levels.
To give a concise description we introduce the following notation. For a matrix M = ( i;j ) 2 I R m1 I R m2 and a set S f1; 2; ; m 2 g of indices let MS denote the set of indices de ned by MS = fij 1 i m 1 ; 9j 2 S : i;j 6 = 0g:
If sets are identi ed with boolean vectors, MS denotes a boolean matrix multiplication. In this notation N, as de ned in equation (3) could be written as N = A ? D.
Note that for two matrices A and B we only have (AB)S A(BS), not necessarily equality.
In Fig. 2 we display a generic multilevel adaptive iteration routine. The inner loop is precisely the adaptive relaxation, applied on the di erent levels k. It is augmented with sets U k and V k , in order to provide information, where the relaxation causes changes that must be propagated to higher or lower levels. It is left unspeci ed whether "upward" or "downward" is selected. In either direction, the information accumulated in the set U k (and V k , respectively) is exploited to initialize the active set on the new level. These sets can also be used to localize the projection and interpolation operations. Furthermore, the set U (respectively V ) is updated, so that information will be passed successively through all levels.
Several di erent cycling strategies can be used. One possibility is a V-cycle, or W-cycle, as in classical multigrid methods. Additionally or alternatively, the number of elements in the active sets can be used to adapt the cycling strategy, see R ude 15].
Certain variants of the above algorithm can be analyzed based on multigrid convergence theory. This possibility has been suggested by Leinen and Yserentant 8] . For this purpose the adaptive relaxation on level k is slightly modi ed such that it can be interpreted as one ore more sweeps of regular, global relaxation on that level, perturbed by quantities of size O( k ). The e ect of one sweep of sequential adaptive relaxation starting with x k and k on level k can therefore be described by If a V-cycle with a single sweep of pre-smoothing is used, it su ces to argue that subsequent corrections within the same cycle cannot enlarge the error, in particular they cannot enlarge the k perturbations, so that their total e ect must be bounded by P K k=1 k . Thus these variants of the multilevel adaptive iterative method has (almost) the same convergence properties as classical multigrid, but can be substantially cheaper.
The termination criterion in Fig. 2 guarantees that the nal result will be accurate, provided the assumptions of theorem 3.1 or equivalent are satis ed. These assumptions assert that we have a suitable multilevel decomposition of the solution space. As for classical multilevel algorithms, is the core feature that makes the algorithm work. The adaptive relaxation additionally improves robustness and e ciency.
Furthermore, and equally important, diagnostic information is automatically available within the algorithm. The relaxation within a level usually does not introduce large errors on other levels, because the corresponding components of the solution space are approximately orthogonal. If the orthogonality is severely violated, proc MLAI( x; S 1 ; 1 ; S 2 ; 2 ; ; S K ; K ) assert( k > 0; 1 k K) assert( S k S k ( k ; x); 1 k K) U k ;, V k ;, for k = 1; 2; ; K k 1 while( S K k=1 S k 6 = ;)
end if assert( S k S k ( k ; x)) end while end proc Fig. 2 . Multilevel Adaptive Iteration it will become obvious in the performance of the algorithm. Cycling between levels will not e ciently reduce the size of the active sets, because the removal of errors on one level feeds errors on another level. This indicates that the space decomposition is not optimal, the estimates of theorem 3.1 are violated (or hold with large c 2 =c 1 only), and thus also the error bound for the solution will be poor, as determined by Corollary 3.2. In this case the setup of the multilevel hierarchy (that is the system of projection and prolongation operators) has not been successful and must be modi ed. With the adaptive iterative method these troubles can be easily monitored. 4 . Conclusions. Of course the practical relevance of the multilevel adaptive iterative method depends on whether the necessary operations can be implemented e ciently. As discussed in R ude 15, 14] this can be accomplished, if small sets whose cardinality is bounded by a constant are implemented as lists. Typical small sets are N(i). For the large sets, like S or U and V , the set must be represented by ags and lists. This is necessary, so that the set operations can be performed e ciently.
The multilevel adaptive iterative method is a framework that can be modi ed and extended in many ways. The basic idea can be extended easily to nonsymmetric and even nonlinear problems.
The multilevel adaptive iterative method seems to be an almost ideal supplement of adaptive mesh re nement. In R ude 15] a special mesh re nement technique has been introduced, the so called virtual global grids. Adaptive iteration by itself does not waste work for unknowns that are already well approximated by interpolation from a coarser grid. In this sense it can be shown that adaptive relaxation has the properties of an error estimator. This is exploited by the virtual global re nement technique. It relies on the adaptive iteration as a solver and error estimator. Grids are always re ned globally, however, memory allocation for nodes is deferred until the node is really accessed and modi ed by an adaptive relaxation. Unknowns are therefore virtual entities that are physically created only, when required by the algorithm. In this sense the multilevel adaptive iterative method can be seen as an algorithm to solve the linear systems when the number of levels K ! 1 and where the solution process is driven only by the accuracy requirement. The fully adaptive multigrid method is thus a true partial di erential equation solver.
